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Scope and Contents Note

The Robert S. Chamberlain Collection of Military Medals and Coins contains military medals, Greek and Roman coins, Civil War documents, and military figurines collected by the Latin American historian Robert Chamberlain (1903-1981), mostly during the late 1960s and 1970s. The collection also documents Chamberlain’s research in Hispanic American history during the colonial period and railroads. Robert Stoner Chamberlain was born in Canton, Ohio, on October 13, 1903. He received a B.A. in History from Stanford University in 1925, a B.S. in Education from Ohio State University in 1927, and a Ph.D. in History from Harvard University in 1936. He was a staff member in the Division of Historical Research at the Carnegie Institution in Washington, D.C. from 1936-1947. During the war years, he served as a cultural relations officer at the United States embassy in Guatemala City. He was an Associate Professor of History at the University of Miami, 1947-1948, and was in government service from 1948 until his retirement in 1965. His primary academic interest was Hispanic America during the colonial period. After retirement, he
pursued his interests in Civil War history, collecting medals and coins, and doing some research on American railroads and trains.

Chamberlain gave this collection of medals, coins, and his personal papers to the University of South Carolina in 1979, together with his extensive Civil War library, presently housed in the Irvin Department of Rare Books and Special Collections, and his railroad library, which is housed in Thomas Cooper Library. Chamberlain was an acquaintance of Dr. Francis Lord of the USC history department, whose own Civil War collection was acquired by the university library in 1971 and gave Chamberlain the impetus to make the gift of his own collection to USC. Upon his son’s death in 1999, the Chamberlain estate came to the university library, which established the Chamberlain Endowment for Reference and Information Resources.

Series 1 contains 234 military and commemorative medals in boxes 1-4. The collection is organized geographically, and chronologically thereunder. It begins in the Americas, with restrikes of United States Congressional Gold Medals and Indian Peace Medals. These are followed by war medals, most commonly from the 19th century, representing countries and territories throughout North America, South America, Europe, and Asia. Most are original, though a few are restrikes or replicas and are noted as such below wherever known. Also included within the medals series are civilian-issued awards for civil service and the commemoration of important events such as anniversaries and deaths.

Series 2 contains coins, the majority of which are from ancient Greece and Rome. From Greece, there are coins struck in Macedon and Egypt. Roman coins are from the Republic and the Empire and include coins struck at Alexandria while under Roman control. The date range of the Greek and Roman coins is approximately 336 BC – AD 305. Finally, there are several Hungarian and British coins from the 18th and 19th centuries, respectively.

Series 3 contains United States Civil War records of individual soldiers. These papers include a declaration for pension, discharge papers, and a service record. Also included is the diary of B. Peterson, 2nd Maine Battery, detailing his War experiences from January 5, 1864 – April 25, 1865.

Series 4 contains fifteen boxes of Chamberlain’s research materials. Part A: Medal Research contains seven boxes of documents related to the collecting and purchase of war medals. This part includes catalogs, lists, and records for the medals Chamberlain purchased.

Also included is occasional correspondence between Chamberlain and dealers related to the purchases and cancelled checks reflecting prices paid. Papers
are arranged alphabetically. Following these materials is a box containing Chamberlain’s research, including his notes, correspondence with questions and answers, and copies of reference materials and articles. Papers are arranged alphabetically. Also in this box is information on the Orders and Medals Society of America.

Series 4, Part B: Writings and Related Research contains eight boxes documenting Chamberlain’s professional work as a prominent historian of Central America and a researcher of railroad history. Following a copy of his CV is his Ph.D. dissertation, materials related to his two books: *Conquest and Colonization of Yucatan* and *Conquest and Colonization of Honduras*, and his research and translations of letters sent by Spanish Conquistador Francisco de Montejo to King Charles I. Following these are folders of background research on the Yucatan and Honduras. Next are folders of Chamberlain’s notes on America’s most important railways and steam engines that he used to correct existing publications on the topic. Copies of articles, poetry, and book reviews written by Chamberlain are next in the series, and these are followed by press coverage and clippings of Chamberlain and his academic work. Finally, there is one box of general correspondence not directly related to any of the topics listed above.

Series 5 is a collection of figurines, including American Civil War soldiers, cannons, and other artillery made in the 20th century. Series 6 contains a small group of oversized materials. In this box are additional soldier figurines, several 20th century natural history prints, contemporary copies of Native American photographs, a file box containing Chamberlain’s own index card records for his medals, and two file boxes containing notes on trains.
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Container List

Medals are noted and transcribed with the following rubric:

[Item number. Medal name. Year originally issued (Date issued, if available).
Conflict/occasion. “Obverse text.” “Reverse text.” Additional notes, if applicable.]

If the name of medal is unknown, the medal has been given a descriptive name within brackets. If obverse or reverse lacks text, None will be written where the text would otherwise be. All medals bronze unless otherwise specified. If the medal includes pins or ribbons, they will be noted. Restrikes are noted whenever known.

Series I: Medals

Box 1
Medals from the United States of America


10. Third Congressional Gold Medal for Major General Zachary Taylor. 1848 (May 9). Mexican-


17. [Medal from Virginia to Winfield Scott]. 1851. Mexican-American War. “Winfield Scott./ The Commonwealth of Virginia/ Presents this Medal to/ Major General Winfield Scott,/ As a Memorial of her Admiration/ For the Great and Distinguished/ Services of her Son/ Whilst Commander in Chief/ Of the American Armies in the/ War with Mexico, 1847./ C.C. Wright.” “Fecit Quod Cogitavit/1848/ Mexico/ Chapultepec/ Del Ray/ Churubusco/ Conteras/ Cerro Gordo/ Vera Cruz/ 1812/ C.C. Wright/ From Virginia.” Restrike.


on All.” “U.S. Mint/ Oath of Allegiance/ Taken by the/ Officers and Workmen/ Sept. 2. 1861/ Jas Pollock Dir.” Restrike. Given for mandatory oath of allegiance taken by U.S. Mint employees at the start of the U.S. Civil War.


27. West Virginia Civil War Medal, Class I. 1866. American Civil War. “1861. 1865./ Montani Semper Liberi.” “Presented/ By the/ State/ Of/ West Virginia.” Class I (Honorably Discharged) medal issued to Thomas Harrison; see also: Harrison’s Declaration for Pension in Box 6. With ribbon and “Honorably Discharged/ WV” pin.


34. [City of Brooklyn Civil War Medal]. 1866. American Civil War. “Presented by the City of Brooklyn/ to One of its Veterans/ 1866.” “Een Draght Mackt Maght.” With ribbon and pin.


“Dedication of State Monuments at Gettysburg July 1. 2. 3. 1893./ Excelsior/ New York Day.”


43. [1897 Society of the Army of the Potomac Reunion Medal]. 1897. American Civil War.


51. Indian Campaign Medal. 1907. Indian Campaigns. “Indian Wars.” “United States Army/ For/ Service.” With ribbon, which was changed in 1917 to have black stripes, like this version.


Medals from Confederate States of America

58. Southern Cross of Honor. 1862. American Civil War. “Daughters/ United/ Confederacy/ to the U.C.V.” “Cross/ Southern/ Deo/ Vindice/ 1861/ 1865/ of/ Honor.” Postwar version of this medal distributed in 1900, 38 years after it was first awarded. With pin.


Box 2


Medals from Second Mexican Empire


Medals from Canada

Medals from Centro-America
68. [Centenary of Centro-America Medal]. 1921. 100th anniversary of the Alliance. “Centenario/ de/ Centro America/ 1821-1921.” “15 de Septiembre/ 1821-1921.”


Medals from Guatemala


Medals from Argentina
Medals from Empire of Brazil


Medals from United States of Brazil

Medals from Chile
78. Chilean Cross for 1879-1880. 1880 (September 1). War of the Pacific, Campaign of Bolivia and Peru. “Campana a Bolivia i el Peru.” “de/ 14 de Febrero/ de 1879/ a/ 7 de Junio/ de/ 1880.” With ribbon.


Medals from Paraguay

Medals from Uruguay

Medals from Grand Duchy of Baden

“Leopold/ für/ Treuen Dienst/ Im/ Kriege.” With ribbon.

85. Baden Field Service Award, Second Type. 1839 (January 27). Field service. “Für Badens
Ehre.” “Leopold/ für/ Treuen Dienst/ Im/ Kriege.” With ribbon.


88. bar with three medals:
First medal: War Commemorative Medal of 1870/71. 1871 (May 20). Franco-German War
With bar: “Strassburg.”
Second medal: Baden Field Service Award. 1839 (January 27). Field Service. “Für
Third medal: [Kaiser Wilhelm I Centennial Medal]. 1897. 100th Anniversary of Wilhelm
Hundersten Geburstag/ des Grossen Kaisers/ Wilhelm I/ 1797- 22 Maerz.” With long service bar
and ribbon.

“1849,” “1866,” “1870,” “1870-1871,” “1871.”

des Grosherzogs/ Friedrich/ Von Baden.” With ribbon.

VERDIENST.” With ribbon.

VERDIENST.” With ribbon.

Medals from Kingdom of Bavaria
93. Bavarian Military Memorial Mark of 1813/1815. 1814 (December 4). Campaigns of 1813 and

94. Bavarian Veterans Memorial Cross. 1848. Field service from 1790-1812. “Max II/ Konig-

95. Bavarian Veterans Medal. 1849. Revolutionary Movements. “Maximilian II Konig V.
Bayern.” “In/ Treue Fest/ 1849.” Designed by Carl Friedrich Voigt. With ribbon.


Medals from Free and Hanseatic City of Bremen

Medals from Duchy of Brunswick

Medals from Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg

Medals from Grand Duchy of Hesse

Medals from Principality of Lippe (Lippe-Detmold)

Medals from Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-Strelitz

Medals from Grand Duchy of Oldenburg

Medals from Kingdom of Saxony

**Medals from Kingdom of Württemberg**


**Medals from Kingdom of Hanover**


**Medals from Province of Hohenzollern**


**Medals from Kingdom of Prussia**


**Box 3**


121. Bar for service during the Second Schleswig War with three medals and combatant’s ribbons:


134. [Ribbon and bars for War Commemorative Medal of 1870/71]. 1895. Franco-German War of


Medals from German Confederation

Medals from German Empire


Medals from Archduchy of Austria


Medals from Austrian Empire


145. Austrian Officers Military Long Service Cross, First Class. 1849. Long service (25 years). None. None. 1849-1867 issue. Awarded to Officers who attained the rank of FML; First class for 25 years of service.


Medals from Austria-Hungary


Medals from Second French Republic

156. [French Medal for Bravery Against Tyrants]. 1848. Unknown. “Exemple aux Tyrans/
Medals from Second French Empire


Medals from Third French Republic


Medals from British East India Company


Box 4

Medals from United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland


Medals from Kingdom of Sardinia

188. Italian Bronze Medal of Military Valor. 1833 (March 26). Gallantry in war. “Al Valore
Militare.” None. With ribbon.

Medals from Kingdom of Italy


Medals from Papal States


Medals from Kingdom of the Two Sicilies

Medals from Kingdom of Portugal and the Algarves


Medals from Kingdom of Spain
198. Spanish Constitutional Medal. 1820. Restoration of 1812 constitution. “La Espana Despertada/ M. D. CCC. XX.” “De la Union Nace la Fuerza/ A los/ Constitutionales.” For the
Trinio Liberal government’s restoration of the 1812 constitution.


Medals from Swiss Confederation


Medals from Kingdom of the Netherlands


Medals from Kingdom of Belgium


Medals from Kingdom of Denmark


Medals from The United Principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia

Medals from Kingdom of Romania

211. King Carol 40 Year Jubilee Medal. 1906. Carol I’s 40th Jubilee. “Carol I Rege al Romaniei.” “In/ Amintirea/ Anului/ al 40 lea/ al/ Capitaniei/ Mele/1866- 1906.” With ribbon.

Medals from Principality of Montenegro

Medals from Principality of Serbia

Medals from Ottoman Empire


221. Turkish Medal for Montenegro. 1863. Crimean War, Montenegro Campaign. Arabic script.
Medals from Russian Empire


Medals from Empire of Japan
232. Order of the Sacred Treasure, Sixth Class. 1888 (January 4). Achievements in research, business, healthcare, social work, government, or the improvement of life for the


**Series II: Coins**

**Box 5**

*Coins from Greece*

235. Macedon, Alexander III, 336-323 B.C. AR Drachm. Head of Herakles r. in lion skin / Zeus seated l. with eagle and sceptre. In l. field, KI; under throne, ME.

236. Egypt, Ptolemy X, 117-81 B.C. AE, c 30 mm. Head of Zeus r. / 2 eagles l.; in l. field, cornucopiae.

*Silver denarii from Roman Republic*

237. P. Sula, 151 B.C. Roma head/ Victory in biga.


239. M. Porcius Laeca, 125 B.C. Roma head/ Liberty in quadriga, crowned by flying Victory.

240. P. Laeca, 110-109 B.C. Roma head/ Figure in armor with military figure and civilian.


242. C. Vibius C. Filius Pansa, 90 B.C. Apollo head/ Minerva in quadriga.

243. L. Julius Bursio, 85 B.C. Head with attributes of Apollo, Neptune, and Mercury/ Victory in quadriga.

244. Paullus Lepidus, 62 B.C. Concordia head/ Trophy and figures, including Perseus of Macedon with 2 sons.

245. Philippus, 56 B.C. Head of Ancus Marcius/ Equestrian statue on aqueduct.


*Silver denarii from Roman Empire*


249. Trajan, COS VI. Portrait r./ Fortuna seated. [2 coins]

251. Antonius Pius, A.D. 138-161. COS III. Portrait r./ Leralitas standing l., with abacus and cornucopiae.

252. Antonius Pius, COS III. Portrait r./ Annona standing l., holding corn ears and anchor; modius at feet.

253. Faustina the Younger, daughter of Antonius Pius and wife of Marcus Aurelius. Portrait r./ Spes standing l.; AVGVSTI PII FIL.

254. Septimus Severus, A.D. 193-211. COS III. Portrait r./ Victory walking l. with wreath and palm branch.

255. Caracalla as Caesar, A.D. 196. Portrait r./ Spes walking l.

256. Severus Alexander, A.D. 222-235. Portrait r./ Annona standing l. with corn ears and cornucopiae; modius at feet.


Antoniniani (silver or copper) from Roman Empire
258. Gordian III, A.D. 238-244. AR. Portrait r., radiate/ Aequitas standing l. with scales and cornucopiae.


260. Postumus, A.D. 259-268. AE. Portrait r., radiate/ Emperor holding globe and spear. SAECVLI FELICITAS.


262. Florian, A.D. 276. AE. Portrait r., radiate/ Aequitas standing l. with scales and cornucopiae.

263. Numerian, A.D. 283-284. AE. Portrait r., radiate/ Emperor standing with orb and sceptre, bound captive seated on either side; VNDIQUE VICTORIES.

Base metal denominations other than AE Antoniniani from Roman Empire

265. Lucilla, daughter of Marcus Aurelius, d. A.D. 182. Sestertius. Portrait r./ Ceres seated on cista mystica; long torch and corn ears.

266. Maximinus I, A.D. 235-238. Sestertius. Portrait r./ Victoria Germanica standing l., captive at feet.


*Tetradrachms struck at Alexandria under Rome*


*Unknown Roman/Greek Coins*

274. “Worthless dogs,” 5 coins

275. Unknown coin. Portrait r./ Standing woman holding something.

276. Unknown coin.

*Modern Coins*


**Series III: Civil War Manuscripts and Documents**

*Box 6*

Declaration for Pension for PVT Thomas Harrison, Company K, 13th Regiment West Virginia Volunteers, September 29, 1922, photocopy. See also Harrison’s medal, number 27, Box 1. Diary of B. Peterson, 2nd Maine Battery, January 5, 1864 – April 25, 1865.

Discharge Papers for PTV Thomas Ellsworth, 10th Regiment Massachusetts Battery, June 9, 1865. See also Ellsworth’s medal, number 44, Box 1. Service Record for SGT Benjamin F. Cox, Company H, 67th Regiment Ohio Infantry, November 15, 186 – December 7, 1865, photocopy. See also Cox’s medal, number 28, Box 1.

**Series IV: Writings and Research**

*Part A: Medal Research*
Box 7
Catalogs/lists; orders/receipts, with related correspondence, arranged alphabetically
  Albert G. Beetar, 1974-1975
  Ben Betz, 1971
  *Coin World* Classifieds, 1961, 1969
  Creekside (Antiques, Auction), 1973-1974
  James Dolan, Jr. (2 folders), 1969-1976
  Harvey S. Eisenberg Militaria Auction & Consignment Sales, 1974-1976

Box 8
John Gross, Lists 5-20, 1972-1976
John L. Hefflin, Jr., 1969-1970
Peter Hlinka Historical Americana (2 folders), 1969-1976

Box 9
Holbook Arms Museum, 1970-1971
House of Swords and Militaria, Catalog #5, 1973
House of Swords and Militaria, Catalog #6, no date
House of Swords and Militaria Catalog #7, no date
Francis A. Lord, 1969
Ernest F. Mair, 1969-1970
The Medal Exchange, 1971-1976

Box 10
*The Numismatist* ads, 1954-1959
William Pirtle, 1972
Jack Sweetman, 1974-1979
Donald A. Thresham, 1971-1975
United States Mint, 1970, 1972, 1974

Box 11
Sydney B. Vernon (2 folders), 1969-1975
ZM Military Corporation, catalogs, 1966?-1971
ZM Military Corporation, flyers, bulletins, and supplements, 1969-1976
ZM Military Corporation, orders/receipts and correspondence, 1968-1972

See also the medals card file box in the Oversized series, box 22.

Box 12
Research: Notes and photocopied materials, with related correspondence, arranged alphabetically
American War Medals and Decorations, 1964
Armada research, 1970, 1973
The Art Medalist, 1975-1976
Central American war medals, no date
Civil War research, no date
COINage, 1969-1975
Coins, 1971, 1976
Department of Archives and History, State of West Virginia, 1970-1971
GAR and GAR Medal Research, no date Misc. research, no date
Valentine Museum research, 1976
Orders and Medals Society of America, dues and club information, 1970-1972

Part B: Scholarship and Writings
Box 13
Robert S. Chamberlain curriculum vitae, manuscript, c 1965
“Francisco de Montejo and the Conquest of the Yucatan,” Ph.D Dissertation, Harvard University, typescript 1936 (3 folders)
Proofs, title page – p. 244.

Box 14
The Conquest and Colonization of the Yucatan, 1517-1550 (contd.) Proofs, p. 245 – end.
Acknowledgments of receipt of book, congratulations and correspondence, October 1948
December 1949, 1968, 1974
Coat of Arms for the book’s cover by Georgia Chamberlain, pen and ink drawings, no date
Correspondence and notes related to the publication of the Spanish translation (2 folders), August 1970 – February 1976

Box 15
Proofs, 1953
Correspondence with publisher, February 1951 – July 1953
Book reviews, clippings and correspondence, 1954, 1959
Press coverage in Honduras, March 1952 – September 1953
Acknowledgements of receipt of book, congratulations, correspondence, July 1953 – February 1954

“Montejo Letters,” Documentos Ineditos del Archivo de Indias, no date
“Montejo Letters,” photocopies, no date
Translations and notes of letters dated November 1526 – June 1539, no date

**Box 16**
Translations and notes of letters dated June 1539, no date
Translations and notes of letters dated August 1539 – January 1548, no date
Correspondence with The Hakluyt Society regarding publication, January 1947 – August 1949
“Autobiografía de Don Francisco de Montejo,” original document in *El Archivo General de Indias de Sevilla*, manuscript and typescript drafts, no date
“A Brief Autobiography of Francisco de Mentajo Adelantado of Yucatan,” with introduction and notes, corrected typescripts, no date
Montejo biography notes and correspondence, no date

Professional research
- Photos and maps of Yucatan and Honduras, no date
- Research on Yucatan, Honduras, and related subjects, no date

**Box 17**
Railroad research
- Train illustrations, pencil drawings, 1915
- Train timetables, with publication correspondence, 1971 – 1972
- Train notes (3 folders), November 1970 – January 1975
- Train notes, no date

**Box 18**
Other publications by Chamberlain, 1937 – 1954, no date

Articles, manuscripts and offprints, 1937 – 1944
- “Letter of Antonio López de Santa Anna to Manuel Reyes Veramendi, President of the
Ayuntamiento of Mexico City,” *The Hispanic American Historical Review*, 1944.

Articles, 1945 – 1948


“The Founding of the City of Gracias a Dios, First Seat of the Audiencia de los Confines,” *The Hispanic American Historical Review*, 1946.


“Proyectos de Conquista Pacífica formulados por el Licdo. Cristóbal de Pedraza, Protector de los Indios y Prelado de Honduras e Higueras, y por el Licenciado Juan de Arteaga, Obispo Electo de Chiapas,” *Honduras Maya*, 1947.


“Francisco de Morazón,” *Great Figures of Hispanic America*, 1948.


Articles, 1949


Articles, 1950 – 1954, no date


“Archival Sources for the History of the Maya Area during the Sixteenth Century,” no date

“Archival Sources for the History of the Maya Area during the Sixteenth Century,” no date
**Box 19**
Book reviews (2 folders), offprints, clippings, and correspondence, 1940 –1975
  Press coverage of Chamberlain’s speaking engagements, clippings (2 folders), 1940 – 1975

**Box 20**
Correspondence
  Sociedad de Geografía e Historia de Honduras, 1953
  Military music, 1960 - 1971
  Cabrillo Historical Association, 1967
  Correspondence, general (2 folders), 1950 – 1976

**Series V: Miniatures and Figurines, 20th century**

**Box 21**
Cannon, “Ein echtes Roskopf Miniaturmodell” Bussler miniatures, “Field Piece”
Bussler miniatures, “Parrott Field Piece” Bussler miniatures, “Caisson”
Bussler miniatures, “Limbe”
Bussler miniatures, “Confederate Infantryman Firing Kneeling” Bussler miniatures, “Federal Infantryman Firing Standing”
Bussler miniatures, two soldiers, “Confederate Infantryman at Courry”
Bussler miniatures, two ships and two soldiers, “Federal Infantryman and Confederate Infantryman, Firing Prone”
Bussler miniatures: four soldiers, arms, artillery

**Series VI: Oversized Materials**

**Box 22**
Four Federal cavalrymen: “Firing Standing, Loading Kneeling, Firing Kneeling, Firing Prone.”
20th century natural history prints and Native American photographs, ca. 1920s
Card file box with Chamberlain’s records of his medals. Two card file boxes with notes on trains.